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1. FREEDOM 3.26 

2. IZABELLA 2.50* ^ 

3. NIGHT BIRD FLYING 3:50 

4. ANGEL 4:21 

5. ROOM FULL OF MIRRORS 3:21 # 

7. EZY RYDER 47o7 I 
WU'Jt' 

8. DRIFTING 3':48 . 
f ' : i I 

9 BEGINNINGS 4:i2^' 
•CaAt 

ioSTEPPINGSTONE4:12- 

11. MY FRIEND 4 36 .. 
12. STRAIGHT AHEAD 4^12 1^ * 11 ^ 

13. HEY BABY (NEW RISJ!1G*^.U^nMqJI0W^^ 

14 EARTH BLUES 4:21 # -----— 

15. ASTRO MAN 3:34 

16. IN FROM THE STORM 3:4iA 

17 BELLY B^ON ,WIN^^^^jpjgJ||||P 

Produced by Jimi Hendrix, Eddie Kramer, Et Mitch Mitchell 

Except * Produced by Jimi Hendrix, Eddie Kramer, Et John Jansen 

# Produced by Jimi Hendrix, Eddie Kramer, Mitch Mitchell, Et John Jansen. 



The first album prepared under the direct 

supervision of the Hendrix family, First Rays 

Of The New Rising Sun draws together 

seventeen songs whose creation spans from 

March 1968 through to Jimi's final sessions at 

Electric Lady Studios in August 1970. 

In May 1970, after more than a year of cost 

overruns, maddening delays and arduous 

construction, Jimi Hendrix sat in the unfinished 

shell of Electric Lady Studios, his own state-of- 

, the-art-recording facility. Piled around him were 

stacks of unfinished multi-track tapes made at a 

variety of studios throughout the previous year. 

Reunited with bandmates Biljy Cox, Mjtch 

Mitchell, and longtime engineer Eddie Kramer, 

Jimi was eager to record his impressive backlog of 

new material as^soon as the studio could 

accomodate him. 

Located in the heart of Greenwic^Village, the 

very neighborhood where Jimi had linguished as 

Jimmy James Et the Blue Flamesjust four years 

before, Electric Lady stood/as a crowning 

achievement for an artisfcwhose meteoric 
.'■W' 

ascension from obscurity had been fueled by five 

consecutive top ten alfeums and scores of 

electrifyirig, sold out performances throughout 

the WQ^.. - 

Co^poundftl'l Jimi's renewed enthusiasm^ 

were the many creative ^edibilities which Electric 

Lady offered him. Within the ^facility's secure/ 

subterranean environment, Jimi Hendrix reckoned 

with his past and set a course for the future. 

After months of distractions and creative 

stagnation, the process of assembling his long 

awaited sequel to 1968's groundbreaking epic i 

Electric Ladyland now began in earnest. Like 

that adventurous collection, Hendrix's new double 

album would not only continue his redefinition of 

rock 'n' roll's boundaries, but also reveal his new 

mature sound, style, and direction. 

As early as January 1969, just three months 

after the successful launch of Electric Ladyland, 

Jimi communicated his desire to express a new 

vision. First Rays Of The New Rising Sun would 

not only detail the myriad of experience he bad 

endured on his remarkable journey, but Jimi 

hoped its music would have a tasting and more 

profound impact. First Rays Of The Nem Rising 

Sun, the title he chose to mark this Grejy,ye^ 

evolution, seemed the choice which besti. 

embodied his broad concept. Uninterested 

trappings of pop stardom, Hendrix hoped^s 

music and message would reach the widest 

audience possible. 

Because Jimi's death in Septeryiler 1970 came 

before his work at Electric Lady had been 

completed^ history can only guess at just how he 

would have placed his indelible stamp upon this 

music. His grand visions for First Rays Of The 

New Rising Sun were never fulfilled. Not even 

Mitch Mitchell or Billy Cox—Jimi's closest musical 

associates--could accurately predict what 

material Hendrix might have ultimately selected 

for the proposed double disc. Marbled 

throughout the tapes he left behind are treasures 

and tantalizir^ sketches of exciting new songs in 

various stag^ of deyefopment. Efforts such as 

"Heaven H&s No Soffow,'^ "Valleys Of Neptune," 

and a remake of Bob Dylan's "Drifter's Escape" all 

stem from that fertile summ^v/Writings he left 

behind provided further fasdMting morsels about 

lembryonic ideas like "This Little 3oy" or 

‘’Locomotion" of which there are no known studio 

recortiing^-^bsent final instructions from Jimi, 

First Rays Ofj^e-New Rising Sun compiles fongs 

SyCh as "Dolly|)^ger," "Night Bird Flying,* and 

“Ezy Ryder" which'Jimi had perfected and set 

aside for the album alongside those ot|ef5 which 

lacked only his final touches bel€r^they were to 

be includecLj 

What tl^eventeen songs of First Rays Of T^. 

New Rising S^n makes clear, however, is that Jimi 

Hendrix was in the process of a remarkable 

creative rejuver^tion. With full faith in his music,^ 

Hendrix was pri^d to introduce his audience to 

a new frontier, where the triumphs of his past 

would merge fret^|With his unique blending of 

rock with rhythm and blues. The sly wit of "Foxey 

Lady" and "Wait Until Tomorrow" was now 

incorporated within^e ^ghisticated funk of . 

"Dolly Dagger". The subtle but siijcere personal 

message|>of "Hoii'se Burning ;Down" now took 

form in|the|striderft "Strafght Ahead" and 

"Freedom". Moreover, the primal energy of "Ezy 

Ryder" and "Room Full Of Mirrors" presaged the 

funk explosion of the 1970s and '80s which 

followed in his footsteps. 

Save for "My Friend," a holdover from a 

March 1968 session, the remaining sixteen songs 

were either rebuilt or constructed from scratch 

during Jimi's four furious months at Electric Lady 

Studios. Each of the seventeen songs on this new 

compilation were originally featured on three of 

the first four albums issued after Jimi's death. 

Purely as a result of contractual obligations 

pending at that time, Jimi's double album concept 

was scrapped and the material was split up 

among 1971's The Cry Of Love, Rainbow Bridge, 

and 1972’s War Heroes. Inexplicably, the vast 

majority of this music has been unavailable in its 

original form for some time. Digitally remastered 

from the original Electric Lady Studios master 

tapes for the very first time, no remixing or other 

unwarranted technical interference has been 

att^pted. 

Coupled with Are You Experienced, Axis: Bold 

As Lovk,£lectric Ladyland, and Band OfGypsys— 

the unfTv|led cornerstones of Hendrix's 

remarkable tegacy-f/rsf Rays Of The New Rising 

Sun iltustrate^he final graceful gesture by an 

innovative artist whose many achievements will 

likely never be matched. 

John McDermott 



Electric Lady Studios, August 24,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love. 

Guitar, Piano, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Backing Vocals: Arthur ft Albert Allen (Ghetto Fighters) 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

A staple of the 1970 U.S. and European tours, the basic track for 

"Freedom" was recorded June 25, 1970. After some final 

adjustments to the song's arrangement, particularly the 
repositioning of the bass guitar during the introduction, a lively 

sixth take yielded the master. "Originally, all Jimi had was just that 

opening riff," remembers Billy Cox. "I remember him playing it to 

me at his apartment during the time of the Band Of Gypsys. We 

spent a lot of time working that song out before we finally 

recorded it at Electric Lady." 

Had Electric Lady been ready to accomodate them, the group might 

have finished "Freedom" one month earlier. When technical 

problems at the new studio forced Hendrix and company to the 

Record Plant on May 14 and 15, the Experience came close to 

achieving a master take. Intent on maximizing the superior sound 

of his new facility, Hendrix set aside his earlier effort and called for 
new takes on June 24, and again on the 25th before his satisfaction 

was complete. 

While Hendrix prepared a mix of "Freedom" on August 24, the song 

fell just short of completion. According to Eddie Kramer, Jimi 

intended to replace a rhythm guitar guide track, recorded July 19 

and lasting from 2:22 until 2:30 on the master, with a final guitar 

overdub, but he passed away before he could complete the work. 



-I 

Mixed by Eddie Kramer and John Jansen 

Electric Lady Studios, January 31,1971 

Originally issued as part of War Heroes. 

riginally recorded by the Band Of Gypsys at the Record Plant in January 1970, "Izabella" had been slated as 

one side of a single release. A stripped down version, coupled with "Stepping Stone", was delivered to Reprise, 

Ipril 1970, the single was pulled from distribution so as not to interfere with the sales of Band of Gypsys^ 

(with much time and energy invested in the song, Jimi was determined to complete "Izabella" to hi 

«^isfaction. In early June, 1970, he began to extensively overhaul the song. A series of guitar overdubs were 

|d^d and Mitch Mitchell overdubbed new drum parts. On June 25, as part of a memo to himself, Jimi listed 

i^pfcella" as being complete and lacking only a new final mix. Content with his progress and eager to turn his 

attention to new material, Hendrix left the final mixing session for another day. That work, however, was 

never completed, leaving the task to Eddie Kramer and John Jansen on January 31,1971. 

2. Izabella 2:50 

Basic Track Recorded: Record Plant, January 17, 1970 

Engineer: Bob Hughes 

Overdubs Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, June 1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Backing Vocals: Arthur Et Albert Allen (Ghetto Fighters) 

3. Night Bird Flying 3:50 

Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, June 16,1970; 

July 19,1970; August 22,1970 

Engineer; Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer; 

Electric Lady Studios, August 24,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love. 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Elements of the elegant "Night Bird Flying" 
can be traced to post Electric Ladyland\am 

sessions staged at TTG Studios in October 

1968. By early 1969, the song began to 

roughly take form as "Ships Passing 

Through The Night". Various experiments 

with the song's tempo, arrangement, and 

instrumentation were made throughout 

1969, but Hendrix seemed unable to bring 

the song to fruition. 

At Electric Lady on June 16, 1970, Jimi 

began anew. Elated by his early progress 

that evening, Jimi recorded thirty-two 

enthusiastic takes before his final effort 

provided the master. Various vocal and 

guitar overdubs followed in July and August 

before the guitarist completed a final mix on 

August 24, 1970. 

Hendrix was so pleased with "Night Bird 

Flying" that he designated the song to serve 

as the flip side for a projected "Dolly 

Dagger" single. One of Jimi's finest studio 

efforts, "Night Bird Flying" was among four 

finished mixes debuted at the opening party 

for Electric Lady Studios on August 26. 

4. Angel 4:2i 
Basic Track Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, July 23,1970; 

August 20, 1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Drum Overdub Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, October 19,1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Eddie Kramer and Mitch Mitchell: 

Electric Lady Studios, November 12,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love. 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums; Mitch Mitchell 

One of Jimi's most endearing ballads, "Angel" had long been in 

development, ranging as far back as sessions for Axis: Bold As 

Love. An October 1967 demo made at Olympic Studios confirmed 

the song's lyrics and rhythmic structure but Hendrix, despite its 

considerable promise, abandoned the effort. 

Nearly three years later, Jimi revived the song on July 23, 1970. 

With Cox and Mitchell, Hendrix recorded seven new takes before 

the master was achieved. "Before we had gone in to cut 'Angel,' 

we had gone over and over it, because Jimi wanted to make it a 

nice, sweet song," explains Billy Cox. "We made some adjustments 

here and there, just practicing in our hotel rooms on the road, but 

Jimi had it completed. The bass line for that track was inspired by 

an old record we loved called 'Cherry Pie' [recorded originally by 

Skip Et Flip in I960]," Cox remembers. That gave the record the 

feel of those great 1950s REtB ballads." 

While the seventh take recorded on July 23 had yielded the basic 

track, further refinements were attempted by Hendrix and 

Mitchell. To create a unique percussion backdrop for the song, 

Mitchell overdubbed a series of drum effects, each treated with 

VFO [variable frequency oscillation]. Unsatisfied with his original 
effort, these percussion elements were later replaced by Mitchell, 

who completed the overdubs during an emotional posthumous 

session on October 19,1970. 



5. Room Full Of Mirrors 3:2i 
Basic Track Recorded: Record Piant, ffcivember 17,1969 

Engineer: Tony Bongtovi 

Overdubs Recorded^ Etectrici:^ Studios, June, July, 1970; 

August 20,1970 

Engineer: Eddi^^mer 

Mixed by Jtmi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer: 

electric Lady Studios, August 20,1970 

Originally issued as part of Rainbow Bridge 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Buddy Miles 

Another inspired Hendrix original with a lengthy peiigree, "Room Full Of Mirrors" began as a 

traditional twelve-bar blues, with an arrangement not dissimilar to either "Red House" or 

"Hear My Train A' Cornin'". At various intervals throughout 1968 and 1969, utilizing a 

variety of backing groups, Jimi repeatedly tried to harness the song's vast potential. By the 

close of 1969, Hendrix shifted gears, reviving the song with the Band Of Gypsys as a 

charged, uptempo merger of blues, funk, and rock. " 

While a November 17,1969 Band Of Gypsys session yielded a working master, Hendrix was 

far from satisfied. Throughout the winter months which followed, he coptinued to tinker 

without success. Finally at Electric Lady, Jimi reconsiderect his progress to date and 

elected to overhaul the master tape. A series ofspirtted guitar overdubs were recortfed 

before the song was considered complete. 

Though "Room Full Of Mirrors" had been vastly upgraded by th\ new overdubs, Jimi 

expressed a desire to upgrade the son^s original drum sound. Electing to tackle the issue 

during the mixing process, Hendrix and framer completed a rough mix on August 20, 

1970. This would posthumously |erve as tfie master mix when the song was later included 

as part of 1971's Rainbow Bridg^ 
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6. Dolly Dagger 4:44 
Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, July 1,15, 19, 20,1970; 

August 14, 18, 20, 24. 1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed By Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer: 

Electric Lady Studios, August 24,1970 

Originally issued as part of Rainbow Bridge 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitche^ 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

Backing Vocals: Arthur Et Albert Allen (Ghetto Fighters) 

The song which seemed to best represent botK Jimi's 

renewed enthusiasm and new musical direction, "Dolly 

Dagger" quickly became the standard by which all of 

the summer, 1970 Electric Lady sessions were judged, 

joined by percussionist Juma Sultan, and featuring the 

backing vocals of his longtime friends, the Ghetto 

Fighters, "Dolly Dagger" was written for Jimi's girlfriend 

Devon Wilson. 

After securing the song's basic track on July 1, 1970, 

Jimi carefully crafted the song over the next two 

months, experimenting with various vocal, guitar, bass, 

and percussion elements until a final master mix was 

created on August 24, 1970. 

Also featured at the Electric Lady opening party, '^olly 

Dagger" was selected by Jimi to serve as the A-side of 

his next single release. After the guitarist left New York 

to begin a series of European tour engagements, Kramer 

cut a lacquer of the smgle at Sterling So^ufld so that 

Hendrix could make the*final approval before delivering 

the single to Reprise. His death ohrSeptember 18, 1970 

canceled the single and forced a painful re-evaluation 

of all of the music within Electric Lady's tape vault. 

Ryder 4:07 

Track Recorded: Record Plant, December 18,1969; 

20,1970 

Jack Adams (12/18/69), Bob Hughes (1/20/70); 

Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, June 15,18,1970; 

1970; August 22, 1970 

. Eddie Kramer 

By Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer: 

Lady Studios, August 22,1970 

Of Love. 

Buddy Miles 

Billy Armstrong 

Vocals: Steve Winwood, Chris Wood 

A funk essential of the Band Of Gypsys, the basic track for 

"Ezy Ryder" was recorded December 19, 1969 as Hendrix, 

Cox, and Miles were Joined by percussionist Billy 

Armstrong. Once Electric Lady opened, Jimi designated 

"Ezy Ryder" as one of his primary assignments. Retaining 

the infectious groove provided by Cox and Miles, Hendrix 

overdubbed layers of lead guitar parts before the master 

take was deemed complete. 

song's 

assistant 

flanging effect for 

;. "Eddie, Jimi, and I were 

and leaning back in our chairs throughout," 

remembers King. "Right near the end of the song, we 

back too far and all fell over. We were scrambling 

the floor before Eddie got to the board, grabbed 

master fader, and brought it up full to make sure we 

hit the end of the tune correctly. Actually, we hadn't- 

was some garbage there at the end--but Jimi 

the whole thing was hilarious, so we left it in!" 



8. Drifting 3:48 

Basic Track Recorded; Electric lady Studros, June 25, 29,1970; 
July23,1970; August 20,1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Vibes Overdub Recorded; 

Electric lady Studios, November 20,1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed By Eddie Kramer 

Electric lady Studios, December 2,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love. 

Quitar, Vocals: Jiml Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Vibes: Buzzy Linhart 

Begun on June 25, 1970, this delicate ballad showcased Jimi's fond admiration for 
REtB pioneer Curtis Mayfield. To create the appropriate tone effect he desired, Jimi 

fed his guitar through a rotating Leslie organ speaker. 

Unlike the majority of songs earmarked for his projected double disc, "Drifting” was a 

recent inspiration. "We didn't do much rehearsing of that song before we recorded 

the basic track," recalls Billy Cox. "That one just flowed from Jimi. It was very 
spiritual and didn’t require many takes at all." 

A productive session on June 29 yielded the track’s finished vocal and when 

production resumed July 23, Jimi continued to experiment with guitar tones and 

Leslie effects. Overdub efforts continued through August 20, when Hendrix and 
Kramer made a rough mix of their efforts to date. 

Unfinished at the time of Jimi’s death, a final master for "Drifting” was realized when 

Kramer fused portions of the June 25 recording with the July 23 master. With Jimi's 

guitar tracks now in place, Mitch Mitchell replaced his original drum parts with a new 

overdub. Vibraphonist Buzzy Linhart was then recruited to contribute a tasteful, final 

touch. Linhart explains. "Eddie Kramer and Mitch Mitchell called me up and told me 
they had one track where Jimi hadn't been sure if he wanted vibes playing the song’s 

chords or an additional rhythm guitar, and would I play on this song for them? It 

was just so touching to be in the studio he built, playing back this tape and hearing 

Jimi’s beautiful voice," 
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9. Beginnings 4:i2 

Recorded at Electric Lady Studios, July 1,1970; 

August 22.1970 y ^ 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer f_ 

Mixed by Eddie Kramer and John Jansen 

Electric Lady Studios, January 24,1972 

Originally issued as part of War Heroes 

Guitar, Vocals; Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

Also known as "Jam Back At The House," in honor of its 

regular workouts at Hendrix's summer retreat in Shokan, 

New York during the summer of 1969, this infectious 

rhythm pattern was later performed by Jimi's expanded 

ensemble at the Woodstock festival. An edited version 

of that live performance was later included as part of 

the 1971 M/ooofsfock//soundtrack album. 

At Electric Lady, "Jam Back At The House" evolved into 

"Beginnings". Hendrix, Mitchell, and Cox, often in 

tandem with percussionist Juma Sultan, recorded 

numerous versions at the new studio. In many 

instances throughout the summer, the song became a 

popular diversion, offering the group a comfortable 

rhythm pattern which they all could lock into if their 

efforts to tackle a new song had broken down. 

The version included here was recorded July 1, 1970. 

Hendrix and Kramer completed a rough mix on August 
22, 1970, but a new guitar overdub by Hendrix 

superceded that effort. Because no formal mix had 

been made before Jimi's death, Kramer and John 

Jansen completed that work on January 24, 1972 

ensuring the track a position on the posthumous War 

Heroes collection issued later that year. 

11. My Friend 4:36 

Recorded at Sound Center, March 13,1968 
Engineer: Unknown 

f pCvv, 
Mixed by Eddie Kramer 

Electric Lady Studios, December 2,1970 

oiginally issued as Th^^Cry Of Love. 

Stepping Stone 4:i2 
Recorded at Record Psiant, January 7,17, 20,1970 
Engineered: Bob Hughes 

Overdubs Recorded: Electric Lady Studios, June 26,1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Eddie Kramer and John Jansen 

Electric Lady Studios, December 3,1970 

Originally issued as part of War Heroes. 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Backing Vocals: Arthur Et Albert Allen (Ghetto Fighters) 

Constructed over the course of three January 1970 

Band Of Gypsys sessions at the Record Plant, 
"Stepping Stone," like "Izabella," was originally 

considtred as an 

after Reprise rivalled the short-lived single, Hendrix 

called for significant changes. A series ^of spirited 

guitar overdubs were completed and Mit#i Mitchell 

replaced Buddy Miles's original drum parts with a 
new effort. 



12. Straight Ahead 4:42 

Recorded at Electric Lady Studios,pune 17,1970; 

July 19,1970; August 20,1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed By Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer 

Electric Lady Studios, August 20,%7Q 

Originally issued as part of fhe^r^^ov'e. 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi «lx . # 

Bass: Billy Cox - 

Drums: Mitch Mitchel/ 

Recorded June ft 1970f "Sj^ralglit Ahead" was another 

promising original built ipont to back at|he new s^dio. 

I Originally concaved as "l^ass It On,* made a serfs of 

frefinements |g^th^ atrangerrtfnt throughout the spriig of 

i^>fhe'fxpeffei1l!rperfbrrned ^ass it On* at concer^jp l\4^^ 

and June, but once insid^Electric lady, throng tranAmed 

into "Straight Ahead". 

— Work initiated on June^iB, when'^the gEouHwrestled with the 

song's rhythm pattern;^over the cou^No^everal unnum|ered 

takes, none of which gelded a flnished^aster. Work reAmed 

on June 17, with Jimi leading €o)^^and Mit^efl through more 

than twenty-five 'rehearsal^ tak^ In ofSTer to establistirtheif hold 

on the new arrangement. Their confidence botrfff%y th^ 

^^1 progress, Jimi called for forM takes, affiart exuberant' 

eighteenth effort harnessemh^maJier. 

i^^BTo complete the song, edit] sectiapis were also recorded.^ These 

f ^ short passages locked in Ifc rhyt^ section, effectively solving 

the problems caused by tft song's vjrying tempo! On July 19, 

Jimi added his lead vocal J/erdub, lelving only thJfinal mix. ; A 

final mix was made on Au^st 20,1970. Two days iMef, Hendrix 

and Krarner revisited theiong, creatlig another n«attegipt, 

but.^this effort was rejected. The mWter mix ^mpleted’^n 

^Au^^20 was deluted at the studio's openingr^ty and later 

mcl^m as part of r/?e,Cry"0f/.ove. 

13. Hey Mby (Nevy Rising Sun) 6:04 

Recorded Electric Lady Studios, July 1. 1970, 

Engineer: Eddie KralfHi 

Mixed by Eddie Kramef^ndjohr^itsen 

Electric Lady Studios, Ma^ 12,1971 j 

Origina^iwed as part of Rainbow Bridge 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hei 

Bass: Billy Qpx 

Drums: Mjtch Mitchell 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

ginaUy « 

ecfliiuri RecordecJJuring the mar^hon July 1 session yvhich also yielded "Dolly Dagger" a 

"Pali Gap" and "MidnighCUghtning"), "Hey Baby (New Rising Sun)" had fast beciltfone of the highlights of 

Jimi's 1970 tour. At Elecfe Lady, Jimi had performed the song on numerous occasions in June, but had yet to 

make a formal recordin^^ined by Co)^ Mitchell, and percussionist Juma Sultarf, Hendrix broke into the song 

as the group struggled ffget a handle on "Dolly Dagger". While their first effm missed the mark, their next 

attempt \i/as considerab|f^upgraded, creating the ve^ion first issued as part of Rainbov^Bridge. 

Because^a finisht||^iead^ca1f was never recorded, Jimi's original live take, incli 

'7y^l the microp%p;ie onTT^^Ieft forwancTlri ^e f^ix to convey the song's status ^ 

ing his question to Kramer, 'Is 

a work in progress. 

14. Earth 
Basic track R^!?i*^c^At 

infeer: Enginli Bob Cotto 

:ord Plant, Dccemberp0,1969 

idrix Guitar, Vocals: Jimi 

Bass: Billy Cox J 
Drums: Mitch Mitchet^ 

Backing Vocals: Jimi Hendrix, Buddy Miles, 

Billy Cox, Et The Rone^ 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

Overchibs Recorded: 

RecortI Plant, January JH 1970 

Engineer: Bob Hugh^ 

Electric Lady StudioAune 26,19fo 

Enginieer: Eddie Krjimer 

Mixed by Eddie K^mer and John Jans|^^ 

Electric Lady Sti^os, May 12,1971 

Originally issuers part of Rainbow Badge 

First recorded December 19, 1969, "Earth Blues" was anothej Band Of 3sys track steeped in the REtB 

tradition HendriJshared with Cox and Miles. In keeping that approai i, overdubs—including backing 

vocals by the Rofettes—were added January 20,1970, but l^orix remained i nsatisfied. 

As he had done with other Record Plant recordings from this period, He^ix retooled the original master at 

^lectric Lady, /^new drum track frofi Mitch Mitchell was added, while Jlini, keen on upgrading his own 

performance, improved his lead guitair andispcal contributions via nei^verdubs. A finished master mix, 

****1^€ver, eluded Hendrix throughout the summery; Ife^er and John Jansen would later create a final mix so 

that the song could be added to Rainbm Bridge. 



15. Astro Man 3:34 

Recorded At Electric Lady Studios, June 25,1970; 

July 19, 1970; August 22, 1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer 

Electric Lady Studios, August 22,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Percussion: Juma Sultan 

Inspired by Jimi's passion for comic book heroes like 

Spiderman and such animated characters as Mighty 

Mouse and Rocky and Bullwinkle, "Astro Man" 

effectively showcased the infectious cohesion which 

Cox and Mitchell provided. While not performed 

onstage by Hendrix, "Astro Man" became an Electric 

Lady favorite. With his rhythm section locked solid in 

the groove, Hendrix would soar above, creating a 

series of electrifying extended takes. 

Selected from a host of inspired performances, the 

song's basic track was completed June 25,1970. An 

overdub session on July 19, 1970 captured Jimi's lead 

vocal, but Hendrix and Kramer made further 

refinements during an overdub and mixing session on 

17. Belly Button Window 3:36 

Recorded At Electric Lady Studios, August 22,1970 

L Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Jimi Hendrix and Eddie Kramer 

1^ Electric Lady Studios, August 24,1970 

? Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love 

' Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Inspired by the child expected by Lynn and Mitch 

Mitchell, this charming four-track demo was recorded 

5 August 22, 1970. "Jimi told me that 'Belly Button 

Window' was written about the baby Mitch and his 

wife Lynn were expecting," recalls Billy Cox. He used to 

say that the baby was looking out Lynn's belly button 

window at us." 

Sporting a faster tempo and altered arrangement, 

Hendrix had completed a basic track with Cox and 

Mitchell nearly one month earlier on July 23. The demo 

recordings made it clear that he had not quite realized 

the song to his satisfaction. "I'm sure Jimi would have 

done something different had he lived," admits Kramer. 

| . ."But even in demo form it was such a cool song." 

phe last of three takes, Hendrix and Kramer completed 

i a rough mix on August 24, 1970. That version would 

later be included as the closing track for The Cry Of 

Love and it reprises that role on this compilation. 

Mi 

Composed during the Experience's 1970 American 

tour, "In From The Storm" stands as, perhaps, the best 

example of Billy Cox's influence on the guitarist. 

Quiet and wholly supportive of his longtime friend, 

Cox spent countless hours with Jimi, providing a solid 

bottom to his seemingly endless stream of new ideas. 

Whether in Jimi's apartment. Electric Lady, or on the 

road, these rhythm patterns, as Cox described them, 

were the proving grounds for Jimi's new material. The 

promising, REtB influenced, "In From The Storm" was 

no exception. "That song was put together in one 

session in Jimi's hotel room when we were on the 

road," explains Billy Cox. "We had a little amplifier 

with us, and we worked out the whole song." 

Known first as "Tune X—Just Came In," "In From The 

Storm" was rounded into shape at Electric Lady July 

22, 1970. Jt took just eleven takes to secure the 

yrdub sessions accomodated lead 

including backing vocals 

£mmereJjji"W^^ Jimi's 

ihethe| 

|/ocal 

; the 1 

master. L; 

guitar and 

augmented 

comment—" 

not"--prefac 

preserved for 

finished master. 

16. In From The Storm 3:4i 

Recorded At Electric Lady Studios, July 22,1970; 
August 20, 24, 1970 

Engineer: Eddie Kramer 

Mixed by Eddie Kramer 

Electric Lady Studios, November 29,1970 

Originally issued as part of The Cry Of Love 

Guitar, Vocals: Jimi Hendrix 

Bass: Billy Cox 

Drums: Mitch Mitchell 

Backing Vocals: Jimi Hendrix, Billy Cox, Emmeretta Marks 
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5,6,13,14 Produced by Jimi Hendrix, Eddie Kramer, Mitch Mitchell, Et John Jansen. 
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"If Jimi could see us now!" 

Thanks to: Special thanks to the Experience Hendrix staff. We couldn't 
James "Al" Hendrix "Are you doubly proud now?" do it without you! Love and support of the extended Hendrix 

Bob Hendrix "Don't even go there!" family. We love you! Austin, Quinntin, Claytin Et Langstin, 

Troy E. Wright "They'll smile in your face..." (My favorite boys). Ayako, (Mom). Willie, Marsha, Linda, 
Amanda L. Hill "Watch out for those 'gators" Leon Et Donna (Brothers Et Sisters). Zach Horowitz, 

Diane Hendrix-Colley "One day you'll get a break. Love." Mel Lewinter, Doug Morris, Bruce Resnikoff, Nick Gordon, 
Henri "Sky Shark" Brown Andy McKaie, The MCA staff. Bill Levenson, Clarence Avant, 

John McDermott "Johnny be good" Jeff Gold, George Marino, Alex Kydd, Jeff Anthony, 
H. Reed Wasson "Your laughter and Billy Cox, Buddy Miles, Mitch Mitchell, Noel Redding, 

prayers brought us through." Hendricks Et Lewis, 0. Yale Lewis, Karen Wetherell, 
Peter S. Shukat "That's what the S...is for." Shore Fire Media, and Barbara D'agostine. 

For more information about Jimi Hendrix please write: 

Experience Hendrix Or visit us on the World Wide Web at: Experience Hendrix Interactive 
PO Box 4130 www.jimi-hendrix.com 
Seattle, Washington 98104 
1-888-EXP-JIMI 
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